C# Software Development Engineer
West London, UK

Job Description

InsightSoftware.com seeks experienced, imaginative Software Development Engineer with C#, .NET experience to join our Ealing office. With the emphasis on re-architecting, design and development of additions to our growing product suite, you will become part of our passionate, creative, and always busy Development Team. You will enjoy our relatively informal working practices and largely non-hierarchical environment, where we not only code, but also design, project manage, document, test and support our product suite.

Essential Skills

• A strong BSc honours degree (1st or 2:1) in Computer Science, Electronic Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, or an IT-related subject (and strong A level and GCSE grades – mostly A grades);
• Consistently employed in the commercial sector since leaving full-time education;
• Minimum of 4 years experience developing complex business logic and backend systems;
• Proven results performing OOD/OOA/OOP;
• Strong C# .NET 4.0/4.5, Visual Studio 2010, Visual Studio 2010, Winforms Application;
• RDBMS design and SQL experience;
• Excellent ability to communicate clearly and effectively with fellow developers in English;
• Strong Desire to write good, maintainable code.

Desired Skills

• Agile/Scrum experience;
• Able to work individually and on project teams;
• Knowledge of multiple RDBMS;
• Understanding of accounting terminology/practices, especially with regard to financial reporting and/or ERP systems;
• Experience in Unit Testing;
• Microsoft Developer Certification.

Company Description

InsightSoftware.com is a fast growing company specializing in business optimization software and solutions for the ERP market. Our software optimizes the business processes around JD Edwards and Oracle E-Business Suite and empowers business users with access to live information that's essential for rapid, informed decision making. The time-to-benefit is immediate and the positive impact on both productivity and profitability delivers a compelling ROI for our customers.

Additional Information

Must be able to easily travel to Ealing, preferably by public transport;
No third party applications;
No relocation;
No sponsorship.